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Abstmct Two points on nonー昌beliangauge fields are presented in this note. One 
point is that there are cons君rvedaxia! vector currents， besides th日well-knowncons告白
rv君dvector currents， with th記saln巴transformationproperty of g!obal group. The oth日r
is that the sεIf-forc邑Sof non品beliangauge ields always v呂nish.Th記setwo resuJts 
hold gaug邑ー invariantly.Further r記marksare also presented 
~ 1 In1roduction 
The non-abelian gauge fieldsl)-4) Yang--Mills fields) Afl and tensor fields Gふare
not gauge invariant quantities. Besides， non-abelian gauge fields have the charges品nd
are 3elf-interacting and therefore Maxwell equations for non-abelian gauge fields are 
non-linear equations and the superpositwn principle mU3t be abandoned固 Upto the 
present no one has succeeded in obtaining of the exact classical 3olutions of 
non-abelian gauge field Maxwell equations5)- 6) Of course the Lagrangian i3 gauge 
invariant， but even the Hami1tonian is not gauge invariant. When we define the obser-
vables are gauge invariant quantities， the observables are the intεgrals Tα(defined in 
eq. and TaA (defined in eq. (63))， Lorentz forces K，μ(defined in問。 (36))，Poynting 
vectors (defined in eq.印刷， Maxwell stress tensors (defined in eqs. (59) and (60))， freε 
field energy densities (defined in eq固 andthe quantiti間五万]'J(jう aredefined in eq. 
α 
and :?νGふ.The following quantities are not the obserγabJes: the fields AO， 
the fiεstrengths ， Lorentz forcesμ， and KO (defined in eqs. (37)，加d(35)， 
respectively)， and various currents ];， ]，丸]:;， and ]gA (defined in eqs. (8)， (18)， (9) and 
respectively). 
In this note it will be shown that there are conserved axial vector currents， besides 
the well-known conserved vector currents， with the same transformation property of 
global group. It will a130 be shown that the self-forces of non-abelian gauge. fields 
always vanish， which are the sum of electric Lorentz forces and magnetic Lorentz forces 
(defined inを4，eq. (35). These two results hold gauge-invariantly圃
Some notations are explained in ~ 2. Axial vector currents are defined and disc-
-27ー
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ussed in ~ 3. Magnetic Lorentz forces are defined and the self-forces of non-abelian 
gauge fields are discussed in ~ 4. The contents in ~ 3 and ~ 4 are gauge independent 
ones. Lorentz condition is used solely in ~ 5. In ~ 5 the Hamiltonian， Poynting vectors， 
MaxweU stress tensors， and energy-momentum conservation expressions are referred. 
~ 2 N⑪tation畠
We consider a fermion field ψwith internal degrees of freedom b， c: internal 
The generator of internal symmεtry group is Fa and f'αbc is the structure 
constant of the group. Yang and Mills introduced gauge fields Ag (，1 μ，ν: Lorentz 
indices) which must accompany the fermion field </P. We consider the gauge transfor-
mation 
(oY = uφu-1， = expi lFαω什x)f (1) 
Gauge fields are transformed as 
(A~Y = A~ + jabcAsowc + ~ a"ゐα ( 2 ) 
G~ν + jabcGS，νSωC ( 3 ) 
where G~ν aμ AB -
derivatives are 
+ gfabら4sAf and g is the coupling constant.Covariant 
Dμ=♂μ-igAg [Fa， J . ( 4 ) 
Because 
Dν (FaG~ν) = avFαG;，ノ - igAi [P， Ggν 
3νFaG~ν + gAejbaCFcGgν= avFα + gfbca AiFa印刷
DνGzν=δνG~ν 十 gfaòら4iGzνare covariant derivatives of G~νtensor field. But D，uA B 
= a.μA B + gfabc AtA e are not covariant derivatives of A B fields and are merely mathe-
matical symbols. Covariantderivatives of fermion field ψarε 
Dμψ=ゐゆ一 ，φJ = ei，μψ igAgλ ( 5 ) 
The gauge invariant Lagrangian density 1S 
L=ーす G~νG~ν - oY，uω 問 φ ( 6 ) 
The equations of motion are 
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Y" (θμ-4gpAZ)ψ 十 mψ =0 (7) 
3νGzν+ gfabcABGf，ν ニ JI~' ( 8 ) 
where J~ ig</fy"/laO. The fermion currents J~ are not conserved. a，Jf; = -gfαbCA/lJ/i 
ヰ O.When we define total vector currents 
}t. = Jf; - gf'αbCAeG~ν: 万十 Jff ， (9 ) 
加吋ey訂 ecor町 edàJ~ 0 andya =f川 =Jd3 X àiG~i are indep印刷 of
time and Lorentz scalars. 
告 3 Con呂町・刊dAxial V巴ctorCurr母ntsJftA 
Maxwell equations for non-abelian gauge fields ar記
DνGI~ν = Js (10) 
EμjノλρDν G~p = 0， (1) 
where DvGヰ avGfp十 gfabCA ~GXp. Eq. (1) are gauge-Bianchi identities. In eqs. (10) 
and (1) covariant derivativεs Dμfor non-abelian gauge fields play the roles of deri-
vatives aμfor electromagnetic fields. But we have Gsレヰ'= D~e -Dν.1ft. When we 
use the notation Gf3 H~ (cyclic) and Gja4 - iEJ， Maxwel1 equations (10) and (1) 
are 
羽Tehave 
rot EQ 手7す会付na一 gfabれα帥仰叫c町C勺A尉，p x寸EC+ gfabcω山何叫3見C
叩叫tHα =→j つす告打Eα +ザJaα一 gfabC机α帥附叱b卸ぺAゲ4bX叶HC-gf'げPωbCAg沼EC 日)
div Ea cρa _ gfαbc A b.EC (14) 
divHa = -g(aocAb.Hc. (15) 
E a -grad A ~ - ~ -:ι_ Aa + g(abcAgAc c eJt 
Ha = rot Aa十去g(abcA b X A c， 
(16) 
(17) 
where AZ (Aa， A~) (Aa， iA~). Eqs. (l2)~(15) contains explicitly gauge fields A~ 
and therefore each term of eqs. (12)~(15) is not gauge covariant. Of course the equation 
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itself is gauge covariant. 
" We define both vector currents (electric currents) Jftand axial vector currents 
(magnetic currents) Jf1A as 
If1 -gfabC AiGZν Ja，たpa)
(_ gfabC A b XHC _ gfabC AgEc， -忽(abCA b.BC) 
ò"G~ν - Jo (18) 
r~ =一 (1/2)Eμ仰 gfabcAiGヰ=(iJaA，-cρ，aA) 
= (i X (gfabc A b X EC -gfabc A gHC)， gfab勺4.b. HC) 
= (1/2)εμ内孔Gfp' (19) 
where ε1234 1. Currents万andJr are not gauge cova巾此 Theyare transformed 
as 
(]f)' = Jft + jabC，万九，C_ jabC (o:νSωb) GZν (20) 
(21) (]f1A)' = JZA + jabcJtAo.ωC - EμνApjabC (θνSωb) Gん.
Maxwell equations (10) and (1) can be written as 
1 O ~_A rot Ea =一 Ha-JaA 
θt 
I θ~ rot Ha = ~ oVt Ea + r + r 





div Ea cpa + c(fa 
The axial vector currents (ma型eticcurrents) J:A are， together with the well-known 
conserved currents J: (= J: + J~) ， cQnserved currents. 
3μJ;:= 0 (26) 
ゐJ:;A 0 (27) 
The conservation， ofaxial currents J:A is due to Jacobi identity of the structure 
完也 F、v
constant jabC of gauge group. The quantities J:，品J:，ιJ;:，品J;:and o，J;:A are trans-
formed as follows : 
(]:Y = J;: + jabcJ:o.ωC 
(ctJ;:Y = ctJ;: + ja吋ctJ:)o<ωC _ jabC (o，μSωb) J~ 
(28) 
(29) 
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(a]:;r eJ]t + f'山 (;3.，Ji)ocυC十 jabC(ゐowb)J~ 
(~J:;Y éJt/~ + f'αbc (品Ji)owC 





Because the q開設tities弘7tand aJ~A are gauge cova紅ri均an瓜 e叫qs.(26) and (27) are gauge 
l1vanant. 
(qJ!-~Y qJ，~ 0 (33) 
(みJ/~AY oJaA O. (34) 
~ 4 Va叫自hingSelf田 For四 j(，μ十 K{J
We assume and define the magnetic Lorentz force as 
kd= 一(1/2)εμνλρGιJ~A
= (cραAHα - JaA )( Ea， l:laA • Ha). (35) 
The minus sign in front ofεsymbol (ε1234 = 1) in eq. (35) is necessary in conformity 
with the definition of the axial vector currents J:A in叫(19)ー Wedenote usual Lorentz 
forces Kf1' and Kf1 as 




They are transformed as 
(Ktμ)'=Ktμ (38) 
(l(uY = J(μ - jabcGfj，νGEA (éJÀò，ω~ ß~ 
(K;;Y = K;;十戸bc(1/2)εμ叩 GZ(1/2)εμi，cXG~x (oAo，ωb) (40) 
Lor・entzforce Kμis gauge invariant and Lorentz forces Kf1' and K A are not gauge 
covariant (and of course not gauge invariant). But we have 
(1(f1十 K;;Y= K，μ+Kt . (41) 
After some calculations we have 
ミ(cpaAHa -JaA x Ea) ~一 C"i，JcpaEa +長 xHa)J (42) 
α 
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L:a(JaA .Ha) = -CLa(Ja'Ea)J (43) 
namely， KO 凡.
Therefore we have 
d{μ + K(}Y = lGμ+ Kt = o. (45) 
Eq. (4) states the self-force of non-abelian gauge fields always vanishes. Furthermore 
eq. (41) shows this statement is gauge invariant. 
Fl1rth思rRemarks 
Up to here we have not fixed the gauge. From now on we fix the gauge 
condition aμA~ = O. The quantity a，μAB is transformed as 
(ゐAf)'= a，uAf + jabC (a!1Ail OU/十円引仙C+す口M
Parameter owa for gauge transformation must satisfy 
口owa+ gfαbc AjJ a，μSω D!1al-'&♂ = O. 
We consider the Lagrangian density 
一一L =-hzνG2ν す(a!1Af) B)一内初一例φ
Maxwell equations are 
DvGBν= + a，μxa 
DÁG~ν4 札GeA 十 DνGfμ 0 ，
wherε xa = al-'As. We have 
口xa+ gf"bC Ai aνXC = aνxa = 0 
We consider the subsidiary condition 
xa = 0 
x" = 0， 
then we recover the expression (10). Canonical conjugate momenta II~ are 
Is = (1!ic) (Gs4一丸4Xa).
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Z=dcz(iHG|2 げ +trotlr|2+た 1fI".マ!1~ -出向α
十φγ'idiψ十 寸ー A. fll~ 
+叫 .!~.f'AJ +十 2 (5，) 
i¥，dding divergence term -ic dI7.! (rI" A.~) ヲ we havε 
H = A~ (θiG~i トー gfabC，4 1-terms without A ~ 3ndθzA 5.
We have m ー ~) account 01' subsi目
condition we obtain 





口 トー gfα虻 A ν
j十す A 
From symmetrized energy-mOITJentum tensorsθμνwe obtain the 
momentum densityθ?i and lVlaxwell stress tensor density e ~ 
belian gauge fields as 
θ主 i(Ea >< Ji"); 
-ePl 」 I Ea I 2_去IlIa I 2
E1E~ + ， etc. 
The energy and rnomentum conservation is 
div Zθ "α}ート一一一一c at ( I EaI 2イ Il-la I 2)= -Ja'Eα 
div TG - (Ea x Ha) = 十 JaX A-r. 
They are identical (except internal index with the for 
field園
を6 Summary 
We have obtained one kind of integrals 
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besides the well known integrals 
TαJd3泊二刈 G~i i fd3X div Eα (64) 
They are independent of time and Lorentz scalars. The consεrvation of the quantities 
TaA is due to kinematical origins (J acobi identities). 
We have also shown that the self-force of non-abelian gauge fields always vanishes. 
The above two result3 are gauge invariant. We have assumed the magnetic Lorentz 
force defined in eq. without which the self force neither be gauge invariant (and 
therefore not the nor vanishes. In ~ 5 we have used Lorentz condition. Eq. 
contains the fields and 30 it is rather not clεar how to fix the gauge Lorentz 
condition. As reIerred in ~ 1 Introduction it is very difficult to obtain the exact clas-
sical solutions (even the classical 01 Maxwell equations of non-abelian gauge 
fields. Such problems stil remain to challenge us， 
The author would like to express his thanks to the members of Physics Department 
of Kanazawa for their usεf叫 discussions.
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